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Minutes of Meeting Monday 9th September 2019 with North Lanarkshire Council – Recycle & Flyipping Issues 
Shotts Community Centre 6 pm  

 
Present   

  

North Lanarkshire Council Shotts Community Council 

 

Andrew McPherson  
Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions 
 

 

Johnjo Leckie (Chair) 

Tracey Kennedy – minute secretary  

John McCann 

Katrina Cane 

Environmental Protection Officer 

Mary McIntosh  

Rosaleen Jenkins 

 

John Ashcroft  

Business Manager (Environmental Assets) 

 

 

Apologies 

Alex Neil MSP 

Neil Grey MSP 

John Duffy  

Joe Duffy  

Hugh McDonald  

Mary Lees  

Jim Lees 

 

 

  

Agenda Items Discussed  

   

1 Andrew McPherson advised Shotts recycling centre was once again open to vans for the deposit 

of domestic waste following a review of the situation. 

 

It was noted that reduced opening hours has an impact of accessibility particularly for people 

working. 

 

2 Discussion on levels of flytipping in rural and urban areas. Problems not isolated to street areas 

but also lay-by’s and roads. 

 

For the Community Council’s information and retention John Ashcroft provided a map of Shotts 

highlighting flytipping areas and images.  

 

AFTERNOTE 

At the following monthly meeting Community Council attendees expressed interest in the 

materials brought along to the flytipping meeting by Mr Ashcroft, which generated discussion.  

 

3 Environmental taskforce discussed. 

 

Flytipping can be reported confidentially but to progress a legal action witnesses must provide a 

witness statement. 
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It was noted bins can be overflowing. Harthill Services in particular and Stand Gardens do not 

have enough bins. There is a proposal to put larger tagged bins in place throughout the 

community to increase volume and decrease time wasted collecting bins that do not need 

emptied. This has been piloted in Kilsyth.  

 

4 Discussion to launch campaigns to address litter and waste. Educational campaign in secondary 

schools discussed. 

 

Discussion on initiative raised by Alex Neil MSP and Neil Grey MP to take forward a flytipping 

strategy involving community and statutory organisations. Andrew stated Alex and Neil have 

approached NLC about this.  

5 Contractors carrying out household building works must dispose of waste appropriately. 

Responsibility for correct disposal lies with the householder and the contractor with use of 

appropriate documentation. NLC will not prosecute a householder who has paid a contractor to 

dispose of waste. 

 

6 Challenges faced by NLC discussed due to budget cuts. 

 

NLC must prioritise front line services such as social care and education. As a result, other 

departments eg. parks and land services are under pressure. In discussing budget cuts and the 

impact on public services it was stated the public had been used to areas such as parks/ 

cemeteries being maintained to a certain level but with budget restraints the public would need 

to lower their expectations. 

 
A side issue of reduced number of grass cuts at cemeteries raised and its impact on the 

bereaved. Maximum number of 14 cuts per year 
 

7 There is no data (either way) correlating introduction of costs to householders for uplift fees 

and flytipping. Due to budget constraints NLC cannot offer any free uplifts.  

 

From all the Councils NLC offer one of the lowest charges for this service. 

  

Discussion on cost of landfill waste / paper and card / exporting abroad (no longer happening in 

this area) / contaminated waste – recycling economy (recycling carried out locally to the benefit 

of the community). 

 

Discussion on plastic waste and ‘Producer Responsibility’ legislation 2023 – cost to producers 

on item packaging. 

 

Discussion on ensuring public funds work better / spent appropriately. 

 

8 Discussion on the use of cameras to reduce flytipping. Shotts can be considered for same. 

 

9 NLC are happy to look at alterative methods of addressing the problems. This may include 

looking at initiates in other Council areas. 

  

 Everyone agreed the meeting had been helpful and the meeting closed. 

  

  

  

  

  



  

 

 


